INSTRUCTIONS FOR SECURING
MODA or FLYNN CHANGING TRAY
DO NOT USE POWER TOOLS!

Please read all instructions before use of the add-on changing unit.

1) Place one self-adhesive circle under each corner of the
changing tray to protect the top of your dresser.

2) Use the silver flat-head screws (A) to fasten each metal bracket
to the bottom of the changing tray using the pilot holes
provided. Use the black pan-head screws (B) to secure the
changing tray to the back of the dresser through the slot in the
bracket and into the back of the dresser.

CHANGING TRAY
3) Discard the plastic bag covering the pad and put pad in the
changing tray. We have also provided a cloth cover for your
pad. The changing tray is now ready for use. This product is
not intended to be used as a changing tray without enclosed
pad. Use of product without this may result in death or serious
injury to your child from falling. Follow all instructions on
attaching and using the Changing Tray and Pad.
4) Use the buckle strap attached as a restraint system. The
buckle operates by inserting one side into the other until it
snaps closed. Pinch the sides to release.

WARNING: FALL HAZARD –To prevent death or
serious injury, always keep child within arm's reach.
This Changing Tray may be attached to a Dresser or any surface that is
level, stable, and structurally sound with minimum surface dimensions
of 38" x 18".
Recommended maximum weight of child for which this changing tray is
intended is 30 lbs.
The safety strap is only intended to HELP hold an infant while using
the changing tray.
NEVER LEAVE CHILD UNATTENDED on changing tray.

Restraint System
When placing infant into the changing tray on his or her back, bring
the safety straps around from both sides of the pad so they align over
the abdomen. Buckle securely. To tighten the safety strap around the
child, pull the loose end of the strap away from the buckle. To release
the safety strap, simply squeeze the buttons together on both sides of
the buckle.
Care and Cleaning instructions
This changing tray will provide many years of reliable use if treated
with the care normally given to fine furniture. It has been carefully
finished with a durable, non-toxic finish. Clean surfaces with a dry or
damp soft cloth. Do not use abrasive cleaners. Do not use furniture
wax or polish as the unit is finished with a protective lacquer.

Periodically check that all bolts and screws are securely tightened to
insure stability and safety of changing tray.
Read all instructions before use.
Keep instructions for future use.
DO NOT use the changing tray or pad if it is damaged or broken.
This product is not intended to be used as a changing tray without the
supplied pad and safety strap. Use of the product without this may
result in death or serious injury to your child from falling. Follow all
instructions on attaching and using the changing tray.

The foam pad can be wiped with a damp cloth and mild detergent.
Manufactured by El Greco Woodworking, Inc.
608 Allen Street , Jamestown, New York 14701

